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Featured Application: An effective and automatic macular edema segmentation method can
accurately segment macular edema, which can better assist ophthalmologists in diagnosing and
rapidly and effectively screening eye patients, which is of benefit to eye patients.

Abstract: The number and volume of retinal macular edemas are important indicators for screening
and diagnosing retinopathy. Aiming at the problem that the segmentation method of macular edemas
in a retinal optical coherence tomography (OCT) image is not ideal in segmentation of diverse
edemas, this paper proposes a new method of automatic segmentation of macular edema regions
in retinal OCT images using the improved U-Net++. The proposed method makes full use of the
U-Net++ re-designed skip pathways and dense convolution block; reduces the semantic gap of the
feature maps in the encoder/decoder sub-network; and adds the improved Resnet network as the
backbone, which make the extraction of features in the edema regions more accurate and improves
the segmentation effect. The proposed method was trained and validated on the public dataset of
Duke University, and the experiments demonstrated the proposed method can not only improve the
overall segmentation effect, but also can significantly improve the segmented precision for diverse
edema in multi-regions, as well as reducing the error of the number of edema regions.
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1. Introduction

The macular region is located in the center of the retina and is the most critical and sensitive part
where more than 90% of the cones are concentrated, being responsible for determining the light, shape,
and color vision of the human. Macular edema occurs in the macular region, and it is one of the three
major retinal diseases. It is mainly caused by the rupture of vascular epithelial cells and mural cells
between the blood vessels and the retina, causing damage to the retinal fluid transport cells, which can
cause unclear vision and vision loss, deformation of sight, and even blindness in severe cases.

Spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) is a non-invasive imaging mode that is
typically used to achieve a high-resolution (6 µm) cross-section scan of biological tissue with a depth
of penetration (0.5–2 mm) [1]. Figure 1a shows the normal retina optical coherence tomography (OCT)
image, Figure 1b shows the OCT image of macular edema, and Figure 1c shows red regions in the image
that are annotations of edema lesions. For the past two decades, optical coherence tomography has
been recognized as one of the most important instruments in ophthalmic diagnosis. Ophthalmologists
can screen and diagnose ocular patients by the number and size of cysts in the macular region.

However, the segmentation of macular edema in OCT images has always been a challenge for
clinicians because of the high acquisition rate of the OCT system, which generates a large amount of
3D data, and each 3D volume contains hundreds of 2D B-scan images [2]. It requires a long processing
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time to manually annotate each B-scan image and is unrealistic for clinical applications. In addition to
the above difficulties, both the image noise and severe retinopathy can lead to the boundary between
healthy tissue and diseased tissue to spread highly [3]. This diffusion may lead to inconsistent manual
annotation results among the different experts, and manual segmentation of edema regions will become
very subjective. Therefore, in the past 10 years, many scholars have conducted important research on
segmentation and detection of macular edema in retinal OCT images, obtaining many remarkable
semi-automatic and automatic segmentation methods. There are two main categories: (1) those based
on traditional methods, and (2) those based on deep learning.Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 2 of 20 
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Figure 1. Optical coherence tomography (OCT) images and the annotations of the edema regions:
(a) normal retina OCT image; (b) OCT image with macular edema; (c) the annotations of the
edema regions.

For the traditional method, in 2005, Fernandez used a deformable model to delineate filled
regions in OCT images of patients with the age related macular degeneration [4]. In 2010, Quellec and
Sonka et al. reported a three-dimensional analysis method of retinal layer texture, which can
identify fluid-filled regions in SD-OCT of the macula [5]. In 2013, Zheng et al. proposed a four-step
process of first segmenting all low-reflection regions in an image as candidate regions, and then
performed pre-processing, coarse segmentation, fine segmentation, and quantitative analysis on the
candidate regions to automatically segment the intraretinal fluid (IRF) and the subretinal fluid (SRF) [6].
In 2015, Xu et al. well used a layer-dependent stratified sampling strategy to segment the intraretinal
and subretinal fluid in OCT images [7]. Chiu et al. modified the dynamic programming-based
approach to classify the layers and segment fluid using the kernel regression-based approach, and then
fine-estimated them using the graph-based dynamic programming approach in the second phase [2].
Following a similar path, in 2016, on the basis of graph segmentation technology, Karri et al. proposed
a structured random forest method to learn layer-specific edges and to enhance segmentation [8]. In the
same year, Chiu et al. modified a method on the basis of dynamic programming by considering the
spatial dependence of a frame and its two adjacent frames [9]. This has made some great contributions
to the segmentation of macular edema in retinal OCT images.

With the improvement of graphics processing unit performance and the proposal of new deep
neural network models, deep neural network has been widely used in medical image segmentation,
as well as in other fields. In 2015, full convolutional neural network (FCN) [10] presented excellent
performance in image segmentation tasks. In 2017, on the basis of FCN and fully connected conditional
random field (CRF), Bai et al. proposed a new method for segmentation of macular edema in OCT
images [11]. The framework uses a convolution layer to extract and predict the pixel category of the
input image, using fine-tuning to exploit the learning convolution kernel of the classification network
to complete the segmentation task; then, according to the fully connected CRF model of image and
FCN, the feature vector of heat map is outputted, including the pixel positions and values in different
channels, and finally each pixel is classified, generating an amended prediction map as the final output.

In 2015, U-Net came out, wherein its skip connection structure combines deep and shallow
features, improves segmentation accuracy, and is widely used in the field of medical images [12].
The application effect is better than other frameworks in small datasets of medical image segmentation,
such as neural structures, kidneys [13], and liver tumor [14]. In 2017, Roy et al. proposed ReLayNet [15],
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which is suitable for OCT macular edema segmentation by the U-Net as a framework. The network
segmented the edema region with OCT images and achieved good segmentation results. In 2018,
Venhuizen et al. proposed a two-stage full convoluted neural network based on U-Net [16]—the first
stage network was used to extract retinal regional features, and the second stage network was used to
combine retinal information extracted in the previous stage for edema segmentation. In 2019, Li et al.
improved the network parameters and loss function of U-Net in order to solve the imbalance problem
if the categories in retinal OCT images, and added batch normalization (BN) between the convolution
block and the activation function, which further improved the accuracy [17]. In 2020, on the basis of
U-Net, Chen et al. used multi-scale convolution instead of ordinary 3 × 3 convolution to achieve the
adaptive field of the image. The channel attention module is embedded in the model, so that it can
ignore irrelevant information and focus on key information in the channels. [18]. In 2020, Liu et al.
took advantage of the multi-scale input, multi-scale side output, and dual attention mechanism,
presenting an enhanced nested U-Net architecture (MDAN-UNet) and achieving great performance
with multi-layer segmentation and multi-fluid segmentation [19]. In same year, Xie et al. used
image enhancement and the improved 3D U-Net to achieve a fast and automated hyperreflective
foci segmentation method, obtaining good segmentation results [20]. Recently, Mohamed et al.
integrated the segmentation of region of interest (RoI), proposing a HyCAD hybrid learning system for
classification of diabetic macular edema, choroidal neovascularization, and drusen disorders [21].

At present, due to the loss of shallow features and the influence of image noise, the existing
segmentation methods have not achieved a more ideal segmentation effect on the whole and diverse
edema lesions. Therefore, this paper proposes a new method for automatic segmentation of macular
edema regions in retinal OCT images on the basis of improved U-Net++. This method makes full use
of U-Net++’s redesigned skip connections and dense convolutional blocks, reducing the semantic loss
of feature maps in the encoder/decoder subnetwork. By improving the U-Net++ network and using
ResNet as the backbone network, the overall segmentation accuracy is not only further improved,
but also the accuracy of segmentation for diverse edemas is significantly improved because the ResNeSt
is used to reduce the loss of features in the transmission process.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the fully convolutional neural network
U-Net++ and explains the proposed method, Section 3 describes the experimental settings and shows
experimental results and comparative analysis, Section 4 presents the discussion, and Section 5 draws
the conclusion of the study.

2. Materials and Methods

This paper used the improved U-Net++ to perform two-level semantic segmentation of each pixel
for the OCT image and segmented the edema region and background region.

The overall flow chart of the proposed method is shown in Figure 2; the proposed framework
consists of three stages. In the first stage, the data are augmented by operations such as flipping,
cropping, and translation. Thus, the generalization ability of the model is improved by increasing the
amount of training data, and its robustness is also improved by increasing data noise. The second
stage, a new U-Net++ network architecture, is used to train and segment images. The final stage uses
the morphology for post-processing refinement.

2.1. U-Net++ Network Architecture

The H-denseunet network was proposed by Li et al. [22]. Drozdzal systematically studied the
importance of short skip connections [23]. The network’s redesigned skip connection can retain
image features better, effectively preventing the features loss of the diverse lesions in medical image
segmentation. Inspired by this, U-Net++ was proposed by Zhou et al., and has greatly improved the
skip connection part of the U-Net network [24]. The network structure is shown in Figure 3, as follows:
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Figure 3. U-Net ++ network structure diagram.

In the figure, the red part represents the original U-Net; the green and blue parts are respectively
the skip connection and up-sampling parts of u-net + +, which are different from u-net; and the black
part indicates the depth supervision. As can be seen from the figure, U-Net++ starts from the encoder
sub-net or backbone network by the decoder sub-net. The redesigned skip connection of the pathways
transforms the connectivity of the encoder and decoder sub-networks. In U-Net, the feature map of
the encoder is directly received in the decoder, while they go through a dense convolutional block in
U-Net++, and the number of convolutional layers depend on the pyramid level. Both the first and the
second layer’s structure diagrams of the network are shown in Figure 4:

From Equation (1), the skip pathways are as follows. Let x(i,j) represent the output of this layer,
i refer to the down-sampling layer along the encoding direction, and j refer to the dense convolution
layer along the skip path direction. This pile of feature maps is represented by x(i,j), and the calculation
is shown in Equation (1):

x(i, j) =

H
(
x(i−1, j)

)
, j = 0

H
([
[x](i,k)

] j−1

k=0
, U

(
x(i+1, j−1)

))
, j = 1

(1)
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where the function H(·) is a convolution operation, an activation function U(·) represents an up-sampling
layer, and the bracket [ ] represents a cascade layer.
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Essentially, the dense convolutional blocks make the semantic level of the encoder feature map
closer to the feature map required in the decoder. Assuming that the received encoder feature map is
semantically similar to the corresponding decoder feature map, the optimizer will become an easier
optimization problem.

In terms of loss function, the combination of binary cross-entropy and Dice coefficient is referred
to as the loss function, as shown in Equation (2).

L(Y, Ŷ) = −
1
N

N∑
b=1

1
2

Yb∗ log(Ŷb) +
2Yb ∗ Ŷb

Yb + Ŷb
(2)

where Ŷb and Yb respectively represent the flattening prediction probability and flattening basic fact of
the b image, and N refers to the batch size.

Due to the nested skip path, U-Net ++ forms a full-resolution graph at multiple semantic levels [25],
which can be deeply supervised, enabling the model to run in two modes: (1) precise mode, where the
output is averaged from all split branches, and (2) fast model, where the final segmentation graph only
selects one of the split branches; this selection determines the degree of model pruning and speed gain,
and is simplified during prediction.

2.2. The Proposed Method

2.2.1. Data Augmentation

Through flipping, cropping, panning, and rotating operations, the data will be expanded from
110 images to 1100 images, which could improve the generalization and robustness ability of the model.

2.2.2. The Improved U-Net++ Network

U-Net++ has the outstanding improvement in feature transmission and combination of deep and
shallow layers, but there is no improvement in feature extraction. There are some diverse edema regions
whose features may lose. In order to extract edema features better and improve segmentation effects,
this paper conducted a two-stage optimization improvement on the U-net++ and the backbone network
part. First of all, due to the residual block design of the Residual Network (ResNet), the network will
not degrade with the deepening of the layer, and thus it is more suitable as a backbone network than
other networks. Then, the selected ResNet backbone network was further improved in the two aspects
of information flow through the network and shortcut, so that the segmentation accuracy of the model
in the diverse edema region was improved.

There are many networks that can be selected as the backbone, such as VGGNet, ResNet,
DetNet, and DenseNet. Among them, ResNet is a powerful convolutional neural network (CNN)
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architecture [26]. Its main structure is several ResBlocks (residual block). The specific design of the
ResBlock can solve the problem of network degradation caused by the deepening of the network,
making thousands of layers of networks possible, and has been widely used in various tasks. In this
paper, after optimization and comparison, the ResNet was used as the backbone of U-Net++ to achieve
the best results.

Table 1 lists the ResNet structure of 34 layers and 101 layers. It is shown that the network structure
can be divided into two parts, five main Conv layers (including ResBlocks) and an end phase. In the
five main phases, each Conv layer contain several blocks except Conv1. The ResNet34 network’s
Conv2 layer has three ResBlocks, Conv3 has four ResBlocks, Conv4 has six ResBlocks, and Conv5 has
three ResBlocks.

Table 1. ResNet34 and 101-layer network architecture table.

Layer Name Output Size 34-Layer 101-Layer

Conv1 112 × 112 7 × 7, 64, stride = 2

Conv2 56 × 56
3 × 3max pool, stride = 2[

3× 3 64
3× 3 64

]
× 3

 1× 1 64
3× 3 64
1× 1 256

× 3

Conv3 28 × 28
[

3× 3 128
3× 3 128

]
× 4

 1× 1 128
3× 3 128
1× 1 512

× 4

Conv4 14 × 14
[

3× 3 256
3× 3 256

]
× 6

 1× 1 256
3× 3 256
1× 1 1024

× 23

Conv5 7 × 7
[

3× 3 512
3× 3 512

]
× 3

 1× 1 512
3× 3 512
1× 1 512

× 3

Ending 1 × 1 Average pool, 1000-d fc, softmax

As shown in Figure 5, this proposed method uses ResNet’s Conv1, Conv2, Conv3, Conv4,
and Conv5 as U-Net++’s backbone, instead of X(0,0), X(1,0), X(2,0), X(3,0), and X(4,0), and changes all
3 × 3 × n to 7 × 3 × 64 convolutional blocks that are used for feature extraction, ensuring the receptive
field of the last encoder block includes the entire retinal region. The 1 × 1 × n convolution block
becomes 1 × 1 × 64. The improved network will significantly improve the segmentation effect of
macular edema, compared with the previous U-Net++. The second step of improvement is to learn
from ResNeSt [27], which is the latest network proposed in April 2020, which makes ResNet trainable
network reach more than 3000 layers and has improved accuracy. The ResNeSt network has made the
following improvements [27].

(1) Improved information flow through the network.

As shown in Figure 6a, the main structure of ResNet is ResBlock block. Each ResBlock contains
two 1 × 1 and one 3 × 3 convolutions, and then three ReLU layers are added. The large gray arrow
represents the direct connection of information; there is also a ReLU activation layer on the main
channel of the gray arrow. The ReLU at this position will clear the negative weight, especially at the
beginning of training, because there will be a large amount of negative weight, and thus the ReLU will
have a negative impact on information transmission. To solve this problem, the pre-activation [28] is
proposed by an improved method, as shown in Figure 6b. By changing the positions of BN and ReLU,
the ReLU is removed in the straight connected path, and placed in the ResBlock. However, this method
increases the learning difficulty, the lack of non-linearity between blocks, and limits the learning ability.
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blue frame); (c) the improved ResStage (inside the green frame).

ResNeSt solves the above problem by segmenting the network structure. Taking ResNet-50 as an
example, as shown in Figure 6c: 1O divide the network structure into three parts, four main stages
(Conv2-5), one start (Conv1), and an ending phase (ending); 2O each stage in the four main stages can
contain several Blocks, and each stage is divided into three parts: one start ResBlock, several middle
ResBlocks, and one end ResBlock. According to the different positions of the stage, each ResBlock has
a different design.

(2) Improved projection shortcut.

In the original ResNet architecture, as shown in Figure 7a, if the superior input x and output
dimensions do not match, a 1 × 1 convolution with a step size of 2 is used to adjust the dimensions,
and thus both channel and spatial matching information can be achieved by the 1 × 1 convolution.
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However, the architecture will lose 75% of important information, and the remaining 25% of the
information will not have meaningful screening criteria. It also introduces noise and causes information
loss, which will negatively affect the main channel flow information.
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As shown in Figure 7b, ResNeSt considers all information from feature mapping. ResNeSt first
uses the 3 × 3 max pooling layer of stride = 2, then uses 1 × 1 convolution of stride = 1 for channel
projection, connecting with BN and finally selecting the element with the highest activation degree in
the next step in order to reduce information loss.

2.3. Morphology Opening Operation

To solve the problems of connection at small breakpoints and some unsmooth edema regions after
network segmentation, this paper uses morphological operation to remove image noise, eliminate small
objects, and separate target region at fine points, so that it can achieve refined segmentation results [29].

The proposed algorithm flow is shown as Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. The proposed algorithm.

1. Data Augmentation of dataset.
2. Input dataset in U-Net++.
3. While w has not converged do
4. for t = 0, 1, . . . , n do
5. Sample {Xi}m, {Yi}m

→ Pdata(X, Y) a batch from the dataset
6. Gw

(mce)
←∇wLossmce(Pdata(X, Y))

7. Gw
(dice)

←∇wLossdice(Pdata(X, Y))
8. w← w + ξ(Gw

(mce) + Gw
(dice))

9. end for
10. end while
11. Output segmented OCT image.

where n represents the number of iterations, m represents the batch size, and w represents the
network parameter.
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3. Experimental Results

3.1. Dataset

The proposed method was evaluated on the dataset of DME (diabetic macular edema) patients
published at Duke University [30]. The dataset consists of 110 SD-OCT B-scan images with a size of
512 × 740, obtained from 10 patients with DME (11 B-scans per patient). The 11 B-scans of each patient
are concentrated at the fovea and five frames on each side of the fovea (fovea slice was scanned at ±2,
±5, ±10, ±15, and ± 20 on each side of the fovea slice). These 110 B-scan images were annotated for
retinal layers and regions of edema by two experts. This paper used the annotations of expert 1 as the
ground truth for training the network and evaluation on the proposed method.

3.2. Evaluation Metrics

The proposed algorithm uses the Dice, Iou, Recall R, and Precision P as the evaluation metrics,
which are respectively shown in Equations (3)–(6). The higher the values, the better the model.

Dice =
2 ∗ area(S1 ∩ S2)

area(S1) + area(S2)
(3)

Iou =
area(S1 ∩ S2)

area(S1 ∪ S2)
(4)

R =
TP

TP + FN
(5)

P =
TP

TP + FP
(6)

where S1 is the edema region predicted by the network, S2 is the annotated edema region by the expert
1, TP is the true number of pixels for the predicted edemas, and FN is the number of pixels with true
edemas predicted as non-edemas. FP is the number of pixels where non-edemas are predicted to be
edemas.

3.3. Experimental Settings and Results

The experiment uses the open source deep learning toolbox Tensorflow1.14.0 as the framework.
Firstly, we randomly selected 70% of the original dataset as the training set, 20% as the validation
set, and 10% as the test set. Then, the three nonoverlapping datasets were individually expanded to
10 times by flipping, cropping, panning, and rotating operations. The training set was trained 200 times.
The batch size of each training was 2, and output the Dice every two iterations. The final results were
the average of five different training experiments, which repeated with different, random subsets of
images to assess the robustness of the segmentation performance.

The segmentation results of the proposed method were compared with expert 2 and two recent
methods on the Duke dataset. The results are shown in Table 2 and Figures 8 and 9. The other two
methods were FCN [11] and ReLayNet [15]. FCN is segmentation results by the full convolution neural
network, and ReLayNet is segmentation results by U-Net. Table 2 summarizes the test results; the Dice
score of the proposed method was 0.80, Iou: 0.78, recall: 0.84, precision: 0.80—all of which achieved
the highest value. It is worth noting that there were slightly different annotations between the two
experts, since expert 2 achieve the lowest score.

Figure 8 illustrates the comparison diagram of confusion matrix, which reflects the segmentation
effect of each category. In each cell, both the average number of pixels and the percentage corresponds
to the first row and the second row, respectively, and the diagonal is the recall of each category. It can
be seen that the recall of the proposed method is increased by 2% compared to ReLayNet, and the
number of pixels correctly segmentation in the edema region is 74 more than ReLayNet in each test set.
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Table 2. Quantitative comparison of the segmentation results.

Method Dice Iou Recall Precision

Expert 2 0.58 0.61 0.62 0.57
FCN [11] 0.61 0.64 0.69 0.72

ReLayNet [15] 0.77 0.75 0.82 0.78
The proposed method 0.80 0.78 0.84 0.80
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Figure 9. Comparison of receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves.

Figure 9 illustrates the comparison of receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves. Since the
dataset contains highly unbalanced classes, the coverage of macular edema is relatively small, and thus
the ROC curve is used as the evaluation standard to visualize the model performance, and the area
under the ROC curve (AUC) is used to evaluate the ROC curve. In Figure 9, it shows that the AUC
of the proposed method is significantly better than that of the ReLayNet. The AUC of 0.993 of the
proposed method was higher than the 0.981 of the RelayNet.

Figure 10 shows the segmentation results of the proposed method on three 2D B-scan OCT images.
The first row is the original OCT image; the second row corresponds to the annotations from expert 1;
the third row corresponds to the annotations from expert 2; the fourth row is the predicted segmentation
by the ReLayNet; and the final row is the predicted segmentation of the proposed method, which is
similar to the annotations from two experts.

The edemas’ segmentation results around fovea edema regions of the OCT images can be
significantly improved due to the feature extraction improvement of the network in this paper. In this
paper, 30 images of large fovea edema and 50 images of multi-regions edema were selected from the test
set and were compared with the ReLayNet method on four indicators. The fovea edema’s segmentation
results are shown in Table 3 and Figures 11 and 12. In this paper, compared with ReLayNet, Dice, Iou,
Recall, and precision were improved by 0.01, 0.01, 0.02, and 0.01 in the proposed method.
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Table 3. Quantitative comparison of segmentation results around fovea edema regions.

Method Dice Iou Recall Precision

Expert2 0.56 0.57 0.61 0.58
ReLayNet 0.81 0.79 0.85 0.84

The proposed method 0.82 0.80 0.87 0.85

Figure 11 illustrates the quantitative comparison diagram of confusion matrix. It can be seen that
the recall score of the proposed method was increased by 2% compared to ReLayNet, and the number
of pixels correctly segmented in the edema region was 73 more than ReLayNet.

Figure 12 shows the comparison of ROC curves. The AUC value of 0.997 of the proposed method
was 0.011 values higher than ReLayNet at 0.986.

Figure 13 shows the segmentation effects of the proposed method and ReLayNet in two B-scan
images with the fovea edema. The first row is the original OCT image, the second row corresponds to
the annotations from expert 1, the third row corresponds to the annotations from expert 2, the fourth
row is the predicted segmentation by the ReLayNet, and the final row is the predicted segmentation by
the proposed method. In comparison, the proposed method can not only effectively predict the pixels
of true edema as edema pixels, but also reduce the prediction of non-edema pixels as edema pixels,
which is closer to the annotations from expert 1. On the boundary of the edema regions, the effect of
the proposed method was slightly better than ReLayNet.

Since this paper is inspired by ResNeSt, the loss of features in the transmission process were
reduced, which made the proposed method significantly improve the segmentation effect of diverse
edemas in multi-regions. In this paper, 50 images were selected as the test dataset, with diverse edemas
in multi-regions, and were compared with the ReLayNet method and expert 2 on four indicators.
The comparison results are shown in Table 4 and Figures 14 and 15. The proposed method effectively
upgraded to 0.79, 0.78, 0.83, and 0.82 in the four indicators and was much better than the ReLayNet
method and expert 2 for diverse edemas in multi-regions.

Figure 14 illustrates the quantitative comparison diagram of confusion matrix. It can be seen that
the recall of the proposed method was increased by 4% compared to ReLayNet, and the number of
pixels correctly segmented in the edema region was 157 more than ReLayNet in the test set.

Figure 15 shows the comparison of ROC curves. The AUC value of 0.990 of the proposed method
was 0.019 values higher than that of ReLayNet at 0.971.

Table 4. Quantitative comparison of segmentation results for diverse edemas in multi-regions.

Network Name Dice Iou Recall Precision

Expert 2 0.61 0.58 0.60 0.61
ReLayNet 0.75 0.73 0.79 0.78

The proposed method 0.79 0.78 0.83 0.82
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4. Discussion

In terms of diverse edemas in multi-regions, Figure 16 shows the segmentation effect of the
proposed method and ReLayNet on the one B-scan image. Figure 16a is the original OCT image,
Figure 16b corresponds to the 13 annotated edema regions from expert 1, Figure 16c corresponds to the
11 annotated edema regions from expert 2, Figure 16d shows the only seven predicted edema regions
by the ReLayNet, and Figure 16e shows the 11 predicted edema regions by the proposed method.
Compared with ReLayNet, the proposed method had obvious advantages in the segmentation of
multi-regions edema. It could better identify and segment diverse edema regions, and the merged
situation of edema regions was reduced.Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 15 of 20 
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For diverse edemas in the multi-region, by the above 50 B-scan test images, Table 5 shows the
average absolute error of the number for edema regions between expert 1 and the expert 2, expert 1 and
ReLayNet, and expert 1 and the proposed method. In comparison, the results show that the proposed
method achieved the least average absolute error of 2.87 for the number of edemas, and is 1.15 and
2.30 edemas less than the ReLayNet and the expert 2, respectively.

Table 5. The average absolute error of the number of edema regions with expert 1 annotations as the
ground truth.

Network Name Absolute Error (Number)

Expert2 5.17
ReLayNet 4.02

The proposed method 2.87

There were some disagreements in the annotations between expert 1 and expert 2 due to their
subjectivity, and thus we conducted an experiment that exchanged the two expert roles, namely,
the expert 2 annotations were used as the ground truth to train and evaluate the proposed network
model. The comparison of quantitative results is shown in Table 6. Compared with ReLayNet, Dice, Iou,
Recall, and precision were improved by 0.02, 0.01, 0.02, and 0.01, respectively, in the proposed method.
The experiment demonstrated that the proposed method in this paper has a good generalization ability.

Table 6. Quantitative comparison of segmentation results with expert 2 annotations as the ground truth.

Network Name Dice Iou Recall Precision

Expert 1 0.58 0.61 0.62 0.57
ReLayNet 0.76 0.75 0.80 0.77

The proposed method 0.78 0.76 0.82 0.78

Having the expert 2 annotations as the ground truth, Figure 17 also shows the segmentation effect
of the proposed method and ReLayNet on the one B-scan image. Figure 17a is the original OCT image,
Figure 17b corresponds to the 14 annotated edema regions from expert 1, Figure 17c corresponds to the
23 annotated edema regions from expert 2, Figure 17d shows the only seven predicted edema regions
by the ReLayNet, and Figure 17e shows the eight predicted edema regions by the proposed method.
Compared with the ReLayNet, the proposed method can not only effectively predict the pixels of true
edema as edema pixels, but also can better identify and segment diverse edema regions, being closer
to the annotations from two experts.

Figure 18 shows the comparison of ROC curves for the expert 2 annotations as a ground truth.
The AUC value of 0.991 of the proposed method was 0.011 values higher than ReLayNet at 0.980.

Having expert 2 annotations as the ground truth, Table 7 illustrates the comparison of quantitative
results around fovea edema regions. Compared with ReLayNet, Dice, Iou, Recall, and precision were
improved by 0.01, 0.01, 0.01, and 0.02 in the proposed method. Figure 19 also shows the comparison
of ROC curves. The AUC value of 0.995 of the proposed method was 0.012 values higher than the
ReLayNet at 0.983.

Table 7. Quantitative comparison of segmentation results around fovea edema regions for the expert 2
annotations as the ground truth.

Network Name Dice Iou Recall Precision

Expert 1 0.56 0.57 0.58 0.61
ReLayNet 0.79 0.76 0.82 0.79

The proposed method 0.80 0.77 0.83 0.81
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Having expert 2 annotations as the ground truth, Table 8 illustrates the comparison results of the
diverse edemas in multi-regions. The proposed method also effectively upgraded to 0.77, 0.75, 0.80,
and 0.77 in the four indicators, being much better than the ReLayNet method and expert 1 for diverse
edemas in multi-regions. Figure 20 shows the comparison of ROC curves. The AUC value of 0.987 of
the proposed method was 0.019 values higher than the ReLayNet at 0.968.

Table 8. Quantitative comparison of segmentation results for diverse edemas in multi-regions and the
expert 2 annotations as the ground truth.

Network Name Dice Iou Recall Precision

Expert 1 0.61 0.58 0.61 0.60
ReLayNet 0.74 0.74 0.77 0.75

The proposed method 0.77 0.75 0.80 0.77Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 18 of 20 
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5. Conclusions

This paper proposes a new deep learning method for automatic segmentation and detection of
macular edemas in retinal OCT images. In the proposed method, firstly, the data augmentation is used
to avoid the over fitting of the model. Then, the U-Net++ network was improved by using ResNet as the
backbone network and by drawing on ResNeSt, which can reduce the loss of features in the transmission
process of the network training so that it not only improves the overall accuracy but also improves
the effect in diverse edemas in multi-regions. Finally, the morphological opening operation was used
to process the prediction results. In future work, we will explore the integration of prior knowledge
for the macular edema in retinal OCT images, investigate advanced semantic segmentation network
architectures and the self-supervision model [31,32], and achieve much better 3D segmentation results.
For the problems of small amount of data and the annotation differences caused by the subjectivity
of experts, we will increase the collection of data, find a number of relevant professionals to label,
and select relatively accurate annotations to train the network model more effectively.
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